Durov's Code mission is to cover the hottest and relevant stories from the world of technology and innovation. Our journalism includes deep-dive research and meticulous analysis — we go the extra mile to keep our readers timely and thoroughly informed.

Our range of focus includes prospective startups, modern gadgets, technological breakthroughs, top tech events and so much more — from all parts of the world. Our formats include everything from news, interviews with top influencers, articles, to op-eds and videos.

durov/code.com → Telegram / LinkedIn / Instagram / Twitter / Facebook
/ The Audience

Top 5 Countries:

- UAE .......... 40%
- USA .......... 23%
- India ......... 15%
- Germany ..... 6%
- UK ............ 5%
- Others ...... 11%

Our core audience have a general interest in the world of technology. Significant part of our readership are individuals who are directly involved in the tech field.

These people are changing the way we think about technology on a daily basis.

For this audience, staying informed and up-to-date on the latest news, trends, and innovations is not just a hobby, but a crucial part of their professional and personal lives.

150K Total audience per month
1.2M Total impressions per month
/ Editor's Choice

You can also read all the Interviews, Articles and News on our website.

/Museum of the Future is not a traditional museum, it is a living museum. 
Majed Jafda Al Mansoori
Deputy Executive Director
Museum of the Future

/ The thing is, IT is not just a business automation issue for us. IT is a full-fledged part of our product. 
Fedor Ovchinnikov
Founder
Dodo Brands

/ Urbi prefers to be referred to not as a data aggregator, but as the creator of this data. 
Pavel Mochalin
CEO Urbi

durovscode.com
/ Retainer

Price on request

4 publications on the website (content is provided by the Partner) with amplification posts in all our social networks.
The editorial board prepares the material (formats include interview, review, article, etc.) on a topic of the Partner’s choice, working in close collaboration, ensuring that the material will be successful with the readership.

Price on request
Exclusive Project

Price on request

Exclusive advertorial project created by the editorial board in cooperation with the Partner, with the possibility to involve niche Experts.

durovscode.com
/ Contact Us

**PR**
Collaborations, Special projects, Exclusive materials and Interviews

- Gaik Dallakyan
  [aik@kod.ae](mailto:aik@kod.ae)

**Advertising**
Placement, Technology reviews, Company profile

- Chaterine Gepiti
  [adv@kod.ae](mailto:adv@kod.ae)